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3. Self-Understanding

In the absence of career counselling, the young person is most likely to make a career choice
based on hear-say, what is most attractive or economically most viable. Effective career
counselling begins by helping the young person become more self-aware.
Discovering oneself is the beginning of discovering one’s career. Self-understanding for
effective career decision-making focuses on the following themes:
•
•
•

Interests, desires and motivations.
Talents and aptitudes.
Beliefs and attitudes about work and career.

3.1. WHAT ARE INTERESTS?
Interests are like the steam in a locomotive. They are characteristics of a person’s
personality that motivate and drive him or her. Personal interests are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

patterns of likes, dislikes and indifferences.
activities that draw a person’s attention.
things that a person is curious about.
matters a person wants to pursue further.
activities that a person considers worthwhile.
activities a person enjoys.

Different people have different kinds of interests. One person’s interests maybe drawn
toward reading a book, while another person maybe attracted toward repairing the
motorcycle. Interests are sometimes seen in a person’s hobbies. Interests strongly
influence a person’s engagement with a task. If a task is not interesting, then more energy
has to be spent to remain engaged with that task. If a work task or a career task is not
interesting, then the person’s performance on the task could be affected. This could also
affect the person’s career success.
Discussion Point
•

How are interests formed?

•

“If I like it, I can become good at it”. True or false?
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Two vital points need to be noted about interests:
Interests can change.
A person’s career interests are likely to go through great variations until around the age of
16 to 18 years. It is only after this stage (when the person is closer to adulthood), that
interests are likely to be more stable. However, the latest research in emerging economies
is showing that interests can change during adulthood also. This is because many new
career opportunities have emerged in these economies.
The strength of an interest is closely related to:
•
•
•

personal experiences with an activity.
the belief that one can do well at an activity.
attitudes and preconceived notions held by the individual and significant
others in the person’s life (e.g. career beliefs) about an activity.

As the person moves through the stages of career development, personal experiences and
external influences could strengthen existing interests or could cause a shift of interests to
some other activity area. This is normal and natural. Sensitive and person-centred career
education does not chain the young person to a group of interests that he/she was oriented
to at a certain stage in his/her life. Effective careers education helps the young person
explore his/her interests before making a commitment.
High interest need not signify high ability.
This is an essential point to be noted by the career counsellor. An interest in a particular
activity indicates that the individual is drawn toward it and derives enjoyment from it. It does
not necessarily mean that he or she is good at that activity. Success in a career is achieved
in an environment of intense competition. Merely being interested and motivated, however
strong this motivation, does not guarantee that the individual could develop a sufficiently
high level of skill to succeed in the face of competition.
Helping an individual identify personal interests is an essential aspect of career counselling.
Becoming aware of activities that one is attracted toward makes a significant contribution to
enhancing self-understanding. However, self-understanding for making effective career
choices needs to go further.

3.2. WHAT ARE APTITUDES?
If interests are the steam in a locomotive, aptitudes could represent the engine—the actual
ability to be successful in the execution of a specific set of tasks. Aptitudes are the second
component of self-understanding. Aptitudes show:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capabilities and talents.
What one would be naturally good at.
Capacity for performance.
Innate ability.
Easy to excel.
Better chance of success.
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Discussion Point
•

•

How are aptitudes formed?

“Aptitude is more likely to change than interest”. True or false?

3.3. POTENTIAL: THE INTEREST AND APTITUDE COMBINATION
3.3.1. Interest – Aptitude Overlap
Interests and aptitudes are both essential aspects of self-discovery. A limitation of some
systems of career counselling is that only one of these two facets of the individual’s
personality is focused on. Some systems are based on analysis of interests, while others
lay emphasis on aptitudes. According to the Jiva model the analysis of interests and
aptitudes are both important. The task before the counsellor is to help the young person
discover her interests as well as her talents.
It is here that a vital point emerges. It is possible that some of a person’s interests may not
match the individual’s aptitude profile. Similarly, it is also possible that the individual may
not show an interest in careers linked to some of his/her aptitudes. The important task
before the career counsellor therefore is to help the career chooser discover the overlap
between a person’s interests and aptitudes.
The figure below shows the interaction between interests and aptitudes. Discovering this
connection would help identify specific career areas in which the individual would not only
be interested but for which he/she would also possess talents.
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3.3.2. How Many Potentials does a Career Require?
All careers require combinations of potentials. A career in architecture for example would
require skills for drawing as well the ability to calculate correctly. The aptitude profile of a
successful jewellery designer is likely to be characterised by sensitivity to colour, shape and
form, along with fine motor skills. A doctor who is highly talented with making diagnoses,
but who is rough and callous toward human feelings and emotions will not make a good
medical practitioner. A career comprises a group of tasks. The potential to do well at as
many of the tasks linked to a particular career as possible, contributes to success at that
career.

3.4. UNDERSTANDING CAREER BELIEFS
3.4.1. What are Career Beliefs?
Career Beliefs are strongly held opinions about career choice or about the world of work.
Prestige, for example is a powerful influence on career choice. Certain occupations are
believed to be ‘prestigious’, while others are not. Competition for these ‘prestigious’ careers
is so intense, that selection criteria become unrealistic and often corrupt. A common belief
amongst Indian families is that “science offers better jobs”. As a result, students are forced
to take up science even if their talents are not strong for science subjects. Such beliefs
cause disinterest in the various other careers that are available and perhaps even more
lucrative. Enhancing self-understanding implies helping the individual become aware of how
beliefs influence career choice and development.
Discussion Point
Common Career Belief

Its Influence
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3.4.2. Types of Career Beliefs
Proficiency Beliefs
These are beliefs about the importance of acquiring qualifications and skills required for an
occupation before entering the world of work. Proficiency Beliefs are seen in:
• the value placed on formal education.
• the willingness to submit to the discipline of a formal training programme.
• spend resources (time, effort and finances) to become formally qualified
as per the stipulated norms of a society.
A common belief we have documented amongst Asian young people from disadvantaged
backgrounds for example is that “going to school is a waste of time, since anyway this does
not lead to a job”. This is a statement that reflects a low emphasis on acquiring
formal qualifications. Our research has found this to be particularly true for socioeconomically vulnerable groups. The lower emphasis on acquiring work-skills proficiencies
could be the result of the high degree of pressure on the economically disadvantaged to
have their children begin earning for survival. Conversely, the typical Indian middle-class
family places an extraordinarily high value on acquiring qualifications. Great efforts and
significant family resources are directed toward ensuring that the children in the family are
‘properly qualified’. Middle- and upper- middle-class families are strongly pre-occupied by
the prestige linked to further education. These groups place low prestige on vocationally
oriented courses. The impact of prestige is such that a large number of middle- and uppermiddle-class participants pursue college education, even if this does not lead to direct
employment.
3.4.3. Control and Self-Direction Beliefs
This category of beliefs reflect the individual’s confidence to his or her life situation. Control
and Self-Direction Beliefs are seen in the individual’s confidence to:
• take responsibility for his or her life.
• direct his or her life.
• make and implement plans and strategies to improve his/her life situation.
Young people from economically disadvantaged backgrounds seem to demonstrate a lower
orientation to exercising control over the trajectory of their lives. They tend to think “My
family is very poor. I cannot take control of my life”. This is an example of low Control and
Self-Direction Beliefs. Their responses reflected helplessness in the face of barriers to
career development, with a tendency to view the future in terms of the deprivations they
were experiencing in their present situation. The higher-income groups, on the other hand,
show a stronger orientation to creating opportunities for themselves and high motivation to
actively engage with career development tasks.
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3.4.4. Persistence Beliefs
Successful career development requires the individual to face and attempt to overcome
difficulties and hurdles when moving toward a career goal. Persistence Beliefs are seen in:
• the determination to work toward future career goals in spite of difficulties
and barriers encountered during the process of career preparation.
• the willingness to continue toward career goals even if one fails at certain stages.
• the willingness to strive for positive outcomes in the future.
You may hear young people say, “I joined a course but some of the subjects very difficult.
It is a long course and the institute is far from my home. I feel that I should drop out of the
course.” This is an example of low Persistence Belief. Once again, we have found that
persistence amongst young people from disadvantaged homes was lower and less
consistent. Their responses reflected a strong predisposition to sacrificing long-term gains
for more immediate benefits in the here and now. If a career is to become a reality for and
Indian young person from a poor home, he or she would be required to make career plans,
while simultaneously grappling with poverty, unstable family structures, inaccessible
institutional support and financial constraints. Planning for what could come to fruition only
sometime in the future may not be consistent with the reality perceptions of the young person
from such a background. The middle-class groups, on the other hand, demonstrated a
higher degree of persistence. Their responses reflected a long-term orientation to the future,
with evidence of planning, setting goals and preparing for their future.
Your Summary
We discussed 4 key parts of Self-Understanding. List each aspect of Self-Understanding
that we discussed and give one example from your experience.
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3.5. UNDERSTANDING THE HUMAN POTENTIAL
Effective career counselling system must rest on a theoretically validated framework that
uses comparable constructs, terminology, and methods for assessing the student and
classifying occupations. The absence of such a theoretical platform would affect the extent
to which information about the person and information about the world of work could inform
each other and help the individual to make effective career decisions.
The human being is multifaced. Unfortunately, the schooling system lays focus on only
some of the potentials. Therefore, a student who is not good in school subjects is discarded
as not being intelligent. Jiva is committed to the understanding that all students are
intelligent in some way.
The Jiva system is based on the Multiple Potentials Framework which is an adaptation of
Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences. Our experience in using the theory has
indicated that 5 of the intelligences described by Gardner are most relevant for guidance
and counselling.
3.5.1. The Linguistic Potential
This potential area reflects the fluency of language. It is the ability to manipulate words and
expressions. A person with a high linguistic ability is sensitive to the meaning of words, and
to the skill of using words effectively to communicate. Linguistic ability may be manifested
in the spoken form. The public speaker who is able to hold an audience at rapt attention or
the
counsellor who is able to accurately reflect the client’s sentiments and emotions are
examples of the linguistic ability at the spoken level. The linguistic potential may also
manifest itself in the written form. Powerful essays that changed the history of nations,
poetry that captures the sound of raindrops, or the presentation of a news item in the daily
newspaper are examples of the linguistic potential in the written form.
3.5.2. The Analytical-Logical Potential
The person’s ability to think logically, analyse, understand cause-effect relationships and
solve problems is reflected by the analytical-logical potential. The ability to understand the
underlying dynamics of a problem, the links between components and identify solutions are
related to the human ability to analyse and apply logic. Similarly, the ability to extract
information from a mass of data, make sense of this information, identify trends and patterns
and make predictions, all rest on the analytical-logical potential. An important point to be
noted is that this potential is often associated with science and mathematics. This is an
erroneous linkage. A large range of human endeavour requires logical ability. The
archaeologist who is able to tell us about the dressing habits of a civilisation based on her
extrapolations from a comb discovered on site uses logical skills as much as another person
involved in abstract mathematics.
3.5.3. The Spatial Potential
This potential relates to the sensitivity to space and the ability to manipulate space at the
two dimensional level or at the three dimensional level. Activities linked to design draw
heavily from the spatial potential. The architect who can ‘place’ a building on a vacant plot
of land in his mind’s eye or the sculptor who ‘releases’ an image from a block of stone use
their spatial talents and abilities. The sensitivity to colour is another manifestation of the
spatial potential. The interior designer who transforms the ambience of a drab room by
merely changing the colour of the curtains uses her spatial ability. Creativity is concept that
is often confused with the spatial potential. Creativity is a fundamental human quality that
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is required by almost all aptitudes and potentials. We are often confronted by non-creative
artists and designers, who can only copy the works of others. Alternatively, a creative writer
or a creative logician brings originality to their respective aptitudes. It is important that
creativity is understood as a core human trait and not as an aptitude. The spatial potential
reflects abilities to deal with space.
3.5.4. The Personal Potential
The knowledge of self and the sensitivity to others reflect the personal potential. People
exhibiting this potential would have a high degree of control and awareness over their own
feelings and values. A person with a high personal potential is sensitive to the moods and
emotions of others. These are people who can understand others and are attuned to the
forces that influence and mould human behaviour. A common misunderstanding is that
people who are ‘extraverted’ have high personal skills. The ability to make others laugh or
be the soul of a party reflects the personal intelligence as much as the capacity to quietly
understand others, their moods, thoughts and behaviour. Most importantly, the person with
a high personal potential would be able to logically arrive at the reasons behind a unit of
behaviour and would be able to influence and mould human behaviour.
3.5.5. The Physical-Mechanical Potential
Some of us are especially fluent in the use of our bodies. The physical-mechanical potential
is linked to the mastery over the motions and expression of the body. It is the fluency of
movement. The dancer who is able to ‘show’ us the agony of a tree being felled, the actor
who transforms a corner of the stage into the heaving deck of a ship simply by the way he
moves his body both use their bodies to communicate feelings, moods, emotions and
messages. Careers that require stamina and strength also require the physical-mechanical
potential. Sports persons, protection service specialists would require the physicalmechanical potential. This potential is also linked to the person’s mechanical ability. These
are people who demonstrate an innate sensitivity to the laws of mechanics and are good at
the use of tools. Typically, engineers, technicians and others involved with machines and
equipment demonstrate a well-developed physical mechanical ability.
3.5.6. Multiple Potentials Profile
These potentials characterise all human beings. All of us for example demonstrate the ability
to use words and speak a language. All human beings have the ability to apply logic and
spatial skills. The personal, physical and mechanical skills similarly characterise the
behaviour of all human beings. The point to be noted is that some of these potentials
develop to higher levels than other potentials within the profile of a given individual. It is this
profile that a career counselling programme is interested in. Observations and suitable
testing techniques enable us to identify areas in which an individual demonstrates a higher
potential. These ‘highs’ and ‘lows’ provide a framework within which career counselling can
progress the same theoretical framework is used to assess potentials as well as to classify
careers.
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3.6. CULTURE AND CAREER
A culture prepares its members to engage with life in a particular manner. The learning that
occurs between an individual and his or her culture is drawn from a collection of experience
that has accumulated and grown over the ages in his or her community. All of us have been
immersed in attitudes, opinions, convictions, and notions that shape our engagement with
life. All of us have prepared by our cultures to engage with work in a certain way. This
learning from our culture places us a state of mental and emotional balance about how to
connect with the rest of the work. Career beliefs are an outcome of this interaction and
contribute to the maintenance of this equilibrium.
Every culture has its own ways of teaching its young about the world of work. Beliefs, values,
rituals and social organisation influence attitudes toward work, occupation and career. The
Jiva approach rests upon the fundamental understanding that if an intervention is to be
effective it must be based on the ways of life and world views of the community for which
the programme is being developed.
****************

Assignment
The final step to complete your self-learning of this unit is to submit a simple
assignment.
•
•
•
•

Click on the link below. You will be taken to the assignment.
Click on the Submit button at the end of the assignment. Your responses will
be sent to us automatically.
Proceed to the next unit.
You will receive the evaluation from us.

Link: https://forms.gle/4T7kQVh2KBi6aDt29

Important: You must submit all 7 assignments before the face-to-face virtual training
session.
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